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Syracuse University Art GalleriesFresco decoration in the hall 

of Shaw Syracuse Unj:versitv 

I DETAIL 

The Fiesta" is a 45 x 9 foot mural decoration executed 

in fresco on the east wall of the hall of Shaw U(]lrrrut()ry 

of Charlot is Professor of Fine Arts at 

artist on the campus 

of 1960. The 

remarks were taken from a of the mural 

Professor Charlot to a group of students at the dedication cere-

1960. 

Fiesta." It is neither 

;::,panlstl. nor but a fusion of both in a 

which is Mexican. It the of fiesta and 

as you read it from left to you can see that the co:m}>OElltl.on 

is defective in the sense that it is not It starts in 

an manner, in groups that are down and up, down and up, 

in a semi-darkness which is the inside of an Indian 

and then the increases until at the end you are 

that you are in the open It is difficult to a 

darkened interior with a transition into the of the open air 

and to escape the use of and other mechanical acces-

sories to it. Its effect if I may say so, seems to be 

successful. 

their ............................ ;:;;. 

on the left we're in the 

m()rn.lnlr:!;, because the women start 

comes so that the P.I..LlD...Ul"''''' 

on the floor would be the reflection from the fire. You see that 

there is a of heans on the fire and the cook is stirring 

while the little is the fire with a straw fan. 

There follows another little scene which has not very much to 

do with the hut a small child is his first 

steps, his mama has him up and under his arms 

her rebozo and she's him while the cook-that could he 

the or an aunt-is and says how won-

derful that little is 
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Film from "V ILL AGE FIE S T A," a docu-
mentary on the Charlot Mural Project pr~Jdl1CE~d 
the Motion Picture Department, Center for Instructional 
Communications, Syracuse University. 
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there's a little who is somewhat older than the child 

and she's how to cook. That is '''The Tortilla 

Lesson." The woman with the the little 

how to the which she continues until it all 

round like a small some say Charlot 

does his heads too are not stamollng. 

kneejllnl~~ so you can't find any anatomical defects there. 

backgriOUnd is the matriarch of the who is 

on the stone while on her hack there 

is a little child fast of as it were, 

the child to So it is "Rest and Work"-the little 

child rests, and the works. 

The next when the little are washed 

with soap and their hair is braided the mama. Now this is 

the moment when the braid is to he and the little 

is to be beautiful. 

In the are two sisters; the one in nonctesc:rH)t cloth· 

is too small to so she envies the little who is all 

dressed up for the dance and stands on the chair. 

those are not rockets; are made 

American tin cans. 

The next ",..t ... ,,,,,,..+ 

The 

who is a little the mama is nUlunll 

she holds the wooden and the mama 

the to go out and dance. Inci-

will say that Charlot can't draw a 

like that." never 

but the hairless Chihuahuas are terrible 

admit that there is a little hit of my 

like an animation 

in the movies; the little out and starts a battle with 

another Now are not angry at each other-that's 

of the dance which is called the Dance of the Malinches. 

Malinche is the name of the Indian mistress of the 

The who are the wives of the chiefs 

who are the mistresses of the 

in the dance is that ,.,.,-,..,.,-,. ... "'<7 

trH:md.s. both the and the ones. 

The next scene is after the hattIe: one of the has lost her 

dramatic G'-4 'lA.a ... .LL 

we like your 

dramatic." 

to the wall. 

a little 

often say, 

Mr. Orozco is much more 

in that Orozco's work 

is more u. ... a ... .l.laL . .LI,;. hut I wanted to try for a little drama. I 

are Here in the 

to be so the drama is as much 

as you can as let us say, in table conversation: no no 

tears whatsoever. 

The most dramatic is the little because she was 

or was hit with the wooden and is not 

•• VU"''''UG'lA.. but is down there. There is a sort I won't 

use the word because that would be too pret{m1:10111S. 

but when in the n1<"-t", ... ",, 

more than the this is an eXiamllHe. 

of the Malinches is a very small of the nn,ntT1""",,-t 

and the of Mexico was not a brutal and 

barbarous because the Mexicans are made up of a blend 

of the two and Indian. A even a 

race, came out of the Mexican There was, of 

course, true drama in what we could call the sunset of the 

nal a bit of that which I feel very 

that little in lower left 

corner. 

p ...... , ... "' ............ me very much that the room was so pro-

nn ... hn-n,,,,,ti with a so that we could look 

at the wall at a distance. As a mural I would like 

to realize that the works I 

are to be seen as circulate the room and 

when you enter at the door you should be able to read the whole 

An of 

do you make your 

" ...... "' ...... La ... because are nice 
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he seen at a distance. Sometimes I enlpJl:1a!31ze, 

perSl)ec~tnTe so that you can look far into hut this room 

has all the space a human can and you don't need to 

add space to it. Another device that works very well here is 

the of from the dark side of the room to the win-

where there is the most and I've followed with what 

you call a to the amount of 

that falls on the wall. 

The is done in the fresco one of the most 

ancient methods of of course, means " 

and every if you have a mason, he an area of fresh 

lime-mortar on the wall. If you don't have a mason you it 

on hut then you are too tired to the mason 

finishes the you come in with colors that have been 

in water. I must be careful not to say because water-

color contains a little arabic gum, that is a dif-

ferent affair. You can watercolor on paper, it will there 

but if you in water 

on paper it will fall off as soon as it is 

What holds the PH!m~Bnt to the wall is the lime. 

the lime " comes out of the wall as it 

and settles on It is on· a mJLCrOS4Wl)ic 

but if you pass your hand over the you will not con-

tact the for there is a very thin film of lime 

that has settled on of the and that is what holds the 

1-'J./;;~.HJ.'C;J.j.t to the wall. That is one of the reasons you do have 

because you must be sure that there are no 

........ ~"",VT naln1:ed areas in which the lime would not make contact. 

You have to do your wall 

After each is 
the end of the 

as a sort of 

'-'-"'-...... ,U'v .. 'u. is made up of seventeen and 

IO!:!:el:ne~r so that unless you look for the 

you won't see them. You see that in the most 

beautiful of the wall the color is trCllllsnalreIlLt. These are the 
~~""""",,,,,y, the whites that have not been touched the 

of the lime mortar. If you come back in six months or in two 

years, I think that see that the color is even more trans-

in and that the whites are that the 

contrasts and the volumes are more beautiful. A fresco takes a 

and when it is a like this one 

nIJllsJtle~ct. it should be a little toned down so as to become 

OLL ........... ':.:.'-'L as it matures. 
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